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Degree: Nursing

Field of Knowledge: Health Science

Faculty/School: Health Sciences

Course: NUTRITION AND APPLIED PHARMACOLOGY

Type: Basic Training ECTS credits: 9

Year: 2 Code: 2953

Teaching period: Third-Fourth semester

Area: Pharmacology

Module: Basic Common Training

Teaching type: Classroom-based

Language: Spanish

Total number of student
study hours:

225

SUBJECT DESCRIPTION

NUTRITION

The subject of Nutrition and Diet is intended to provide students with the general concepts and principles
necessary for a basic understanding of the functions of different systems in the body, how they work and how each
contributes to the functions of the organism as a whole.

APPLIED PHARMACOLOGY

The course entitled Applied Pharmacology introduces students to the concepts of responsibility and moral conduct
with regard to the basic concepts and principles for understanding the functions of the body's different systems
and how drugs work to modify them. Pharmacology involves the study of drugs and, in particular, knowledge of the
operating mechanisms, actions and pharmacological effects, therapeutic indications and clinical uses, interactions,
adverse reactions and contraindications.
The skills acquired in the subject of Pharmacology provide nurses with proper knowledge and the skills to handle
and use medications in administration, information and advice tasks with regard to patients, pharmaceutical
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monitoring, etc.; and therefore in different professional areas.
Poorly administered drugs can have adverse consequences on people¿s lives. Implementing pharmacological
knowledge is determined by personal dignity.

SKILLS

Basic Skills

Students must have demonstrated knowledge and understanding in an area of study that is founded on general
secondary education. Moreover, the area of study is typically at a level that includes certain aspects implying
knowledge at the forefront of its field of study, albeit supported by advanced textbooks

Students must be able to apply their knowledge to their work or vocation in a professional manner and possess
skills that can typically be demonstrated by coming up with and sustaining arguments and solving problems within
their field of study

Students must have the ability to gather and interpret relevant data (usually within their field of study) in order to
make judgments that include reflections on pertinent social, scientific or ethical issues

Students must be able to convey information, ideas, problems and solutions to both an expert and non-expert
audience

Students must have developed the learning skills needed to undertake further study with a high degree of
independence

General Skills

To develop an ability to take in, analyse, sum up and relate information, and a capacity for analytical, synthetic,
reflective, critical, theoretical and practical thought.

To develop a learning ability and an attitude of personal development  for problem-solving and decision-making.

Capacity for oral and written communication and expression.

To be sufficiently familiar with the basic principles and theories of human sciences.

Specific skills

To be familiar with the use and directions for medicinal products linked to nursing care. To be familiar with the
various groups of drugs, the principles for their authorisation, use and directions, and their mechanisms of action.

Use of medication, assessing the expected benefits and associated risks and/or effects stemming from its
administration and consumption.

To be familiar with and assess the nutritional needs of healthy people and those with health problems during their
lives to promote and strengthen patterns of healthy food behaviour. To be aware of nutrients and the foods
containing them. To identify the main nutritional problems and choose suitable dietary recommendations.

DISTRIBUTION OF WORK TIME

CLASSROOM-BASED ACTIVITY INDEPENDENT STUDY/OUT-OF-CLASSROOM
ACTIVITY

90   hours 135   hours
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